Moisture monitoring of stone masonry: A comparison of microwave and radar on a granite wall and a sandstone tower
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Water is a fundamental control on the deterioration of historic stone masonry, of which wind-driven rain (WDR) is an important source in the UK. Non-destructive testing methods for moisture measurement can characterise the response of masonry to short (but intense) periods of wind-driven rain. An important part of this response is how masonry functions as a system of stone units and mortar joints, in which mortar can act as a conduit for moisture. While non-destructive techniques are common in moisture surveying of built heritage, there are no agreed best practice methods for collection, handling, and visual representation of data. This study explores the comparative advantages of microwave and radar measurements in two field experiments of exposure to short (but intense) simulated wind-driven rain exposure to demonstrate how and when they are most effectively employed. A novel method of representing data as percentiles is explored to facilitate effective communication of moisture measurements. In the case of the granite wall (e.g. with components of strongly contrasting hygroscopic properties), microwave and radar provided similar information. The average travel time of the radar signal (from the back wall reflection) demonstrated that radar can non-destructively identify water penetration through mortar joints. In the sandstone tower, the microwave measurements were able to clearly identify four different moisture regimes as a result of different intensities of WDR exposure. The radar measurements were suited to identifying distinctions between localised moisture contents within masonry units and mortar joints, which characterised how the masonry was functioning as a holistic system. The measurements on both the granite wall and the sandstone tower demonstrated that the radar is influenced by environmental conditions which influence surface condensation and equilibrium moisture contents. Representing the measurements as percentiles improved visual representation of measurements with colour scales and minimised potential skewing of normalisation and scales from extreme values/outliers. This paper demonstrates that both microwave and radar techniques can be useful for monitoring moisture in stone masonry systems. Material characteristics of the masonry system and the objective(s) of the investigation should be considered during selection of the appropriate technique(s).
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Recent research has addressed their characteristics and behaviour using a range of non-destructive and invasive test methods. Granite walls in Porto have been studied to characterise their strength before and after injection with lime mortar [1], whilst in Slovenia, an array of in situ tests have been employed to explore the structural stability of a selection of important historic sites dominated by masonry walls [2]. Building on research on U values in a range of brick structures, the thermal performance of a range of historic rubble masonry walls made of sedimentary building stones in northern Italy have been explored [3].

1. Introduction

Stone-built masonry walls, of simple composition, are routinely found in many historic cities and sites and can be prone to problems with structural stability, energy losses and moisture ingress.
Water is an integral component of direct and indirect weathering processes of historic building materials such as stone, which can cause deterioration of masonry [4]. Wind-driven rain (WDR) is a significant source of moisture for buildings in the UK and other parts of Northern Europe [5, pp. 14–15], exposure to which is expected to become more severe and seasonally polarised over the 21st century as a result of climate change [6], including short-term events.

Non-destructive techniques can be an important part of managing moisture in built cultural heritage. These are indirect, non-invasive methods that use physical properties as proxies for the presence of water on and within porous building materials. The spatial capture/resolution and measurement principle of a technique determine how and when it is best applied in monitoring moisture regimes.

A common approach is to monitor humidity (atmospheric moisture in the vapour phase) by measuring relative humidity. This is frequently done by embedding probes within constructions [7–9] for long-term monitoring. The use of embedded sensors into the wall to measure the temperature and relative humidity can give accurate measurement of the area but are also subject to failure [10]. Since these probes are embedded within a construction, they are not entirely non-destructive.

The monitoring of liquid water is more commonly surveyed quickly and, without the use of embedded probes. This is commonly used to identify sources of ingress as part of a building pathology approach [11]. Previous research has assessed the liquid moisture content of mortar joints using brick test walls using visual assessment and weight [12]. The visual assessment is limited to penetration of water through walls that can be observed, while the total weight provides limited information about the distribution of water across a façade.

Non-destructive techniques for moisture measurement on masonry and mortar joints include infrared thermography (IRT) and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT). Infrared thermography is a common technique to assess the thermal performance of masonry—for example, it can be a powerful tool when combined with the hot box technique [13]. It can be also be used as an indication of moisture [14], although this is primarily limited to near-surface conditions. IRT is often not precise [14,15] but gives a good overview of the masonry moisture pattern. ERT is affected by the presence of salt due to its impact on conductivity [7] and requires different calibration for stone and mortars [16]. Therefore, research using a similar technique that can assess both surface and depth conditions that is independent of salinity in stone units and mortar joints is needed. Radar and ERT have been used to analyse the localised moisture contents of mortar joints and masonry units, but is often analysed visually [17], despite the quantitative potential of these techniques that has been demonstrated on other building materials [18,19]. A multi-sensor approach has been shown to be particularly useful for natural stone [16]. How data from a moisture survey is handled and visually represented depends on the objectives of the investigation. Representing data over space and/or time are two common forms of presentation; however, these aspects of communicating results are not formalised or explored widely in the current state-of-the-art of measuring moisture in buildings and building materials [20–22].

Moisture-sensitive non-destructive methods are typically used to characterise the relative distribution of liquid water across an entire façade [23]. The unique systemic qualities of stone masonry (units and joints) has either been considered negligible, i.e. measurements are interpolated across joints and masonry units (e.g. [24–26]) or the joints are omitted from the survey, i.e. measurements are taken on individual masonry units alone [16]. This disregards the potential benefit of capitalising on the spatial geometries of non-destructive techniques to assess the dynamic behaviour of masonry systems, as represented by interactions between masonry units and joints.

2. Research aim

The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of microwave sensors and radar for monitoring the movement of water in masonry constructions exposed to wind-driven rain. To evaluate this, scenarios of simulated short (but intense) wind-driven spells are developed for two objects of study: a purpose-built wall of Cornish granite and lime mortar, and part of New College, Edinburgh, United Kingdom. The latter is a nineteenth century sandstone tower that has been exposed to approximately 150 years of moisture-related weathering. A comparison of the spatial and temporal dynamics of the drying of these two constructions aims to enable a discussion of their comparative advantages for characterising the behaviour of masonry systems exposed to wind-driven rain. The benefits and trade-offs of a proposed new method of representing measurements as percentiles are explored, as well as the combined benefit of using temporal and spatial graphical representation forms.

3. Material and methods

3.1. Experimental design

To assess the response of the masonry constructions to short (but intense) wind-driven rain spells realistic characteristics of rain (amount and intensity) and wind (speed and direction) were simulated in two field experiments (Table 1). The methodology is

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment site</th>
<th>Construction materials</th>
<th>Situation</th>
<th>Study area</th>
<th>Measurement spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>Granite and natural hydraulic lime (NHL) lime mortar</td>
<td>Behaviour of masonry (units and joints) with strongly contrasting hygroscopic properties</td>
<td>55 cm × 55 cm</td>
<td>5 cm grid (radar), 5 cm point spacing (microwave sensor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edinburgh</td>
<td>Sandstone and NHL lime mortar</td>
<td>Behaviour of masonry (units and joints) with more similar hygroscopic properties; four intensities of WDR spells</td>
<td>80 cm × 80 cm, including four zones of 30 cm × 30 cm</td>
<td>5 cm grid (radar), 10 cm point spacing (microwave sensor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A</td>
<td>Sandstone, NHL lime mortar but with existing fragments of mortar of unknown composition</td>
<td>Behaviour of masonry (units and joints) with more similar hygroscopic properties; behaviour of mortar joints in managing heavy WDR intensity</td>
<td>80 cm × 80 cm, including four zones of 30 cm × 30 cm</td>
<td>5 cm grid (radar), 10 cm point spacing (microwave sensor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

summarised in Fig. 1. Microwave sensors and radar were used to record moisture levels before and following the simulated wind-driven rain. The first experiment focused on a purpose-built test wall of granite masonry units located in Oxford, UK designed to reflect the wealth of built heritage in southwest England where very low porosity masonry units (e.g. granite) are surrounded by much more porous mortar joints and exposed to high amounts of driving rain. In this scenario, the mortar joints should experience high rates of moisture penetration. The second field experiment focused on the base of a pinnacle of a nineteenth century tower in Edinburgh constructed from sandstone which has experienced moisture-related weathering for over 150 years. This was accessed with scaffolding during a conservation project.

Both experiments are representative of conditions in regions in the UK that currently experience high wind-driven rain exposure [27] and are expected to suffer intensified WDR by the end of the 21st century [6]. The experiments were designed to simulate characteristic durations and volumes of water in intense WDR events. The volume and duration of wind-driven rain applied was determined using a semi-empirical representation of WDR spells [28] based on hourly meteorological data obtained from the UK Met Office for a site in Devon (51.0886, −4.14743) from 2005 to 2015 [29,30]. Devon was selected as buildings in this region are often comprised of impervious granite and receive high amounts of WDR exposure [31].

It is important to note that the semi-empirical representation of WDR used in ISO 15927 [28] has been shown to not always accurately represent the amount of wind-driven rain that is impacting a surface [32], due to sheltering and the complex geometries common in the built environment. However, the ISO formula has been shown to reasonably represent the modelled amount of wind-driven rain impacting the southwest façade of a highly-exposed tower [33], which is similar in context to the Edinburgh case study. In this way, the WDR exposure quantity used here is intended to represent highly-exposed built contexts, such as towers, for which this is a small expected impact of local factors such as topography and other buildings.

Recent work has demonstrated inaccuracies in a percentile-based approach when estimating extreme WDR events [34]. For this reason, extreme value analysis [34,35], in combination with the Gumbel distribution, was applied to thirty years of wind-driven rain spells (lasting 5 h or less) derived from ISO 15927 [28] for the aforementioned site in Devon. The most severe WDR spell within this duration range likely to occur once in any five-year period for a south-westerly oriented wall was 10.32 L m⁻². Similar short (but intense) spells have also been recorded in eastern Scotland. This exposure quantity was used to as a guideline for the simulated exposure, and was distributed over 3 h to represent the mid-range of spell durations used to determine this intensity.

3.2. Oxford experiment: purpose-built granite test wall

A purpose-built test wall of granite and natural hydraulic lime (NHL) lime mortar was constructed outside in a sheltered area in central Oxford to test the behaviour of masonry (units and joints) with strongly contrasting hygic properties. A light grey Cornish granite with an open porosity of 0.87 ± 0.05% was used; the lime mortar used NHL 3.5 and had equal ratios of quartz and calcitic sand aggregate with an open porosity of 20.33 ± 0.21 [36]. The test wall is 660 mm high, 620 mm wide and 150 mm thick and constructed
distribution. Within the range of spell durations used within the extreme value analysis (see Section 3.1) to determine exposure guidelines (1 to 5 h), a spell duration of 3.25 h (with 15 s of simulated WDR every 3 min) resulted in a total of 10.35 L m⁻² of simulated WDR on the test wall façade [36]. This produced the nearest value of WDR exposure to the target exposure of 10.32 Lm⁻².

3.3. Edinburgh experiment: New College, Edinburgh

Two scenarios were executed in the Edinburgh experiment, to evaluate the behaviour of masonry composed of units and joints with similar hygric properties. In Scenario A, three different levels of WDR intensity were simulated, while Scenario B evaluated the role of mortar joints in managing heavy WDR intensity (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). Both scenarios included a control region comprised of masonry units and mortar units without WDR exposure.

New College (see Fig. 2) is located in central Edinburgh, Scotland. It is the University of Edinburgh’s School of Divinity, the current building of which was constructed in 1846 [37] primarily in Binny Sandstone; Binny is a Lower Carboniferous sandstone from Scotland [38]. Despite Edinburgh’s proximity to Britain’s east coast, prevailing winds originate from the southwest [39]. The eastern Scottish climate is characterised by moderate to heavy annual rainfall distributed throughout the year. New College is situated on an exposed site on the south side of the crag and tall formation crowned by Edinburgh Castle. This results in increased intensity and quantity of wind-driven rain.

During the experiments, the New College building was undergoing stone replacement and mortar repointing due to significant moisture-related weathering. Wind-driven rain simulations were carried out on a pinnacle of the west tower, due to its exposed location relative to other parts of the building. The pinnacle is composed of large masonry units (30 cm in their shortest dimension), and had been partially repointed with an NHL lime mortar shortly before the experiments commenced. Some joints were not repointed; the pre-existing mortar is of an unknown composition and age.

During testing the pinnacle was sheltered from direct solar irradiation and rainfall by plastic netting installed for the maintenance and restoration work. WDR was simulated with a backpack sprayer pressurised to 2 bar with a hand-pump, which delivered water with a low through-put full-cone brass nozzle. The objectives of each scenario necessitated different configurations of WDR exposure and mortar joints (Table 2). The zones were studied simultaneously, to reduce the potential impact on environmental variability of rates of absorption and evaporation. To enable this, an impervious layer was applied to the surface during simulated WDR to minimise the potential for the exposure of one zone to influence another. The zones of the façade were selected to be sufficiently near to one another to have negligible differences in environmental conditions, while also be measurable in a single radar grid scan. This layer was left on the surface throughout the duration of the monitored drying to inhibit surface evaporation from these faces, thereby further reducing inter-zonal interference due to sub-surface migration.

3.3.1. Monitoring

In both experiments, measurements were taken before the simulated WDR exposure and repeated at intervals afterwards. Measurements were taken at 5 or 10 cm grid/point spacing (see Table 1) with a microwave moisture device and a high resolution radar. Both techniques are non-invasive and have negligible influence from salinity due to their operating frequencies. For the Edinburgh experiment, measurements were also taken at hourly intervals during the simulated WDR spell to monitor moisture ingress. Temperature and relative humidity of the local environment and close to the masonry surface were recorded with iButtons hygrochrones and a weather station (Vaisala, Vantaa, FI).

![Fig. 3. The measurement areas for the Edinburgh experiment, demonstrating the four zones in Scenario A and Scenario B. The cream-coloured/lighter portions are mortar joints and orange and blackened regions are the masonry units. The grey 'cross' represents no data because of an impervious barrier applied directly to the façade surface between the zones which remained on the surface for the duration of the monitored drying.](image-url)
Table 2
Experimental design of the two scenarios designed for simulated WDR exposure of the sandstone tower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Joints</th>
<th>WDR classification</th>
<th>WDR quantity (over 3 h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Investigation of four intensities of WDR spells</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>horizontal and vertical</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>light</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Investigation of different mortar joint configurations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>control</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>vertical and horizontal</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>heavy</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MOIST350B. Produced by hf sensor, Leipzig, DE: the MOIST350B is a device that produces microwave fields of varying geometry sensitive to different depths [40,41]. The recorded reflection values are based on average properties within the measurement area, but with decreasing sensitivity to moisture further away from the sensor (i.e. the surface). An important result of this is that measurements may reflect the presence of moisture up to a depth that is a fraction of sensor’s total depth of penetration. The sensors have been found to calibrate well over a range of water contents for building stones [27]. Two sensors were employed: one penetrating up to 2–3 cm (R1M) and another up to 20–30 cm (PM).

High resolution radar. Produced by Malà Geosciences, Malà, SE: a radar signal is produced by a 1.6 GHz antenna coupled with a receiver that measures the travel time of the signal. Changes in material properties cause large reflections within the signal [42]. The travel time between reflections can be converted into an average velocity for a particular point within a construction, which under certain assumptions can be used to calculate the dielectric constant: a physical property that is strongly influenced by water content [43]. Additionally, the amplitude of the surface (direct) wave is strongly dependent on water content and can be used as a proxy for near-surface water contents [44]. Both radar characteristics have been shown to calibrate well over a range of moisture contents for porous building materials [27] and are investigated here.

3.4. Percentile representation of measurements

How moisture measurement data are handled and visually represented is primarily driven by: (1) the spatial and temporal scale(s) used, and (2) the survey aim(s). Spatially, most applications of non-destructive techniques to monitor moisture have been at a façade (several m²) scale, e.g. [26]. In these cases, the visualisation typically uses a scale of colour/shade (i.e. heat map) based on a uniform distribution to represent variation of moisture levels. While this can be useful for communicating moisture distributions, colour scales are one of the least accurately used graphical forms [45,46]. Mapping non-uniformly distributed measurements onto a uniformly-distributed colour scale reduces the graphical resolution. This is especially apparent when measurements are skewed, e.g. if measurements are polarised to extremes. This skew also affects scatter plots of measurements over time, since a linear x-axis scale is typically used.

To improve upon this aspect of visual representation measurements can be converted to percentiles. A percentile is assigned to each measurement by ranking them in order of magnitude, from which a fraction or percentage of values for which a number is greater can be determined (the percentile). Representing measurements with percentiles has several benefits, including:

- equal resolution across the range of measurement values, regardless of the distribution, e.g. they will not be impacted by clusters or polarised data;
- reduced impact of extreme values/bounds on normalisation or scale limits;
- colour bins can be assigned to equally-sized percentile ranges, i.e. each colour represents an equal fraction of all measurements within the set.

The same percentiles can be used in other, more accurately used, forms of graphical representations, e.g. those based on positions with common aligned scales, such as multiple bar charts or box plots with a single scale [47], facilitating comparison between multiple visual representation formats of moisture measurements.

In this study both measurement principles are proportional to water contents, i.e. higher percentiles imply higher moisture levels. The percentile for each measurement has been determined from all measurements taken over the spatial and temporal range of each experiment/scenario. Since the measured variables have different units and ranges, the percentile representations have been compared to values normalised between 0 and 1. These visualisations are provided in the Supplementary Information, and referred to at the relevant points in the text. As this normalisation would not impact the distribution of the measurement data, it can be used to evaluate how percentile representation changes the data visualisation, while also enabling comparison between different techniques and variables. Normalised values have been used in NDT applications, especially for evaluating multiple techniques/variables (e.g. [48]).

4. Results

This study explores the application of microwave and radar measurements in two types of constructions: a granite wall and a sandstone tower. Benefits and trade-offs of spatial and temporal graphical forms and percentile representation in each situation are discussed.

4.1. Oxford experiment

4.1.1. Comparison of microwave and radar: masonry with strongly contrasting component physical properties

The experiment on the granite wall demonstrates that the microwave near-surface sensor (R1M) and the radar direct (surface) wave amplitude produce similar data in this scenario. Despite using percentile representation, the spatial colour plots (Fig. 4) have limited utility due to the high visual contrast between the granite and joints.

While a general comparison of moisture levels is possible, e.g. by 168 h the microwave measurements (Fig. 4a,c) indicate more water has left joints towards the top of the wall than the bottom,
The techniques: shown by the lighter shading here, these spatial representations do not provide information on rates of moisture loss over time or comparisons of water contents of specific joints. However, spatial plots based on normalised measurements provide less information on localised variation than percentile representation due to an even greater polarisation between the granite and joints (Supplementary Information, Figure 1).

Representing the measurements for regions of interest over time in barplots allows for quantitative and semi-quantitative comparison (Fig. 5). Several observations are made:

- The surface microwave sensor (R1M) and the radar direct wave amplitude provide similar information (Fig. 5b,c), e.g. the moisture levels over time exhibit similar behaviour.
- The radar direct wave amplitude is more affected than the microwave sensors by environmental conditions (Fig. 5a,c), e.g. responses to temperature and air humidity influencing surface condensation can be observed in the moisture levels.
- A similar influence of environmental conditions is observed on the surface microwave sensor (R1M) on the granite units (Fig. 5a,b), suggesting that microwave measurements are also affected by surface condensate but dominated by liquid water in the joints.
- The depth microwave sensor (PM) shows that the granite, as expected, absorbs very little water, as the moisture percentile of the median/mean are consistent over the duration of the experiment (Fig. 5d).
- The similarity between the surface and depth microwave sensors (Fig. 5b,d) demonstrates the cumulative nature of the sensors, i.e. they measure to a depth, not at depth (with decreasing sensitivity); in this way, the depth sensor is influenced by near-surface water contents.
- Both microwave and radar measurements indicate vertical joints are wetter than horizontal ones (as represented by measurement percentiles, Fig. 5b–d)), likely due to prolonged contact while water runs over their surfaces.

The radar direct wave amplitude is more sensitive than the surface microwave sensor to changes in material properties. This is apparent in the outline of higher percentiles visible in the radar scan (Fig. 4b, before simulated WDR) around mortar joints within the wall (c.f. the R1M measurements in Fig. 4a which is a more homogenous blur). This is also represented in Fig. 5b,c, by a greater difference between percentiles for joints and granite before simulated WDR. However, it should be noted that the granite percentiles are skewed (overestimated) in Fig. 4. This is due to a greater number of a granite measurements than vertical/horizontal joints. In a scenario with significantly different numbers of measurements between subsets (i.e. regions of interest), representation with normalised values (or raw measurements) is preferred (Supplementary Information, Figure 2). Normalised value representation demonstrates that the granite measurements

Fig. 4. Spatial representations of a granite masonry wall drying after simulated WDR exposure, represented with percentiles. Measurements from the non-destructive techniques: (a) microwave surface sensor (R1M), (b) radar direct wave amplitude, and (c) microwave depth sensor (PM). The areas outside the dotted lines indicate areas of the wall that were not measured as they were too close to the edges. Blue lines indicate locations of mortar joints, while red lines indicate the measurement grid.

are significantly lower than the surrounding mortar joints, which is not reflected in percentile representation due to skew caused by subgroup sizes.

The measurements suggest that the walls are transitioning between Stage I and Stage II drying [49,50] around 96 h after drying commenced (Fig. 5). This provides validity for the moisture measurements since it conforms to theory. Stage I behaviour occurs when limited evaporation rates manifest as a brief period of pseudo steady-state drying during which there is a constant flux of water out of the surface [51]; in contrast, Stage II drying is characterised by steeper moisture gradients at greater depths [52, p. 205]. The transition is marked by the end of plateaus and increasing slopes in the surface values (R1M and radar direct wave amplitude). It is interesting to note that during Stage II drying the horizontal joints have a higher rate of moisture loss than their vertical counterparts. This could suggest a cycle of moisture movement within the joints: during WDR exposure the vertical joints have a greater uptake, after which the evaporation rates from both are pseudo-steady state, until Stage II drying commences and higher evaporation rates are observed from horizontal joints. Similar performance of horizontal (bed) joints has been observed in measurements and modelled hygic responses of simple representations of masonry systems [53].

4.1.2. Identifying penetration through mortar joints using radar travel time

The penetration of liquid water through mortar joints can be identified with radar signal travel time, an additional variable to the direct wave amplitude. This evaluation is possible when the signal penetrates to the back wall and produces a detectable reflection. Penetration through mortar joints is especially important to consider in constructions such as the granite test wall, in which the mortar joints have a higher moisture burden than joints would if surrounding more porous stone units. As demonstrated in Fig. 6c, visual inspection of the back face of the granite test wall reveals water penetration through the upper joints. This is also observed in total radar travel time (Fig. 6b).

The spatial representation of the depth microwave sensor (PM) is a logical comparison, since it should also detect moisture at depth. The measurement percentiles for this technique (Fig. 6a, also presented in Fig. 4c) demonstrate higher implied water contents in the masonry joints, but it is important to note that microwave sensitivity moisture decreases as a function of depth [43], so these measurements are especially influenced by surface moisture. In contrast, the radar travel time is equally sensitive across the entire profile of the wall, since it is an average travel time across the depth of the masonry. Radar travel time is an effective assessment technique that allows water penetration through joints to be visualised.
Fig. 6. Spatial representations of moisture variation (in percentiles) across a granite masonry wall after simulated WDR exposure demonstrating penetration through joints and depth-focused electromagnetic measurements. (a) Depth microwave sensor (PM), (b) Radar travel time (from back wall reflection), and (c) Visual image of back of test wall. The green boxes highlight the area where colour change indicates water penetration and the resultant high measurement percentiles in radar travel time. See Fig. 4 and its caption for an explanation of the colour scheme and scale employed; measurements with the surface microwave sensor (R1M) for the equivalent time periods are also presented.

4.2. Edinburgh experiment

4.2.1. Comparison of microwave and radar: masonry with similar component physical properties

Scenario A produced four different intensities of WDR exposure. This demonstrated that the microwave sensors distinguished four distinct ‘zones’ of moisture levels resulting from four levels of WDR exposure (Figs. 7a,c and 8b,d). The radar direct wave amplitude exhibits more complex behaviour (Figs. 7b and 8c).

The microwave sensor data demonstrates expected Stage I and Stage II drying (refer to Section 4.1.1 for explanation), with surface migration of water. Fig. 8b,d illustrates that the microwave sensor
measurements are similar between the four zones before the simulated WDR. During the 3 h spell, microwave measurements with the PM sensor, indicative of water contents at depth, increase rapidly in all zones except Zone 1 which did not receive any direct WDR exposure. During the spell, the surface microwave measurements were noticeably banded in the four zones; after the simulated WDR, the surface moisture levels homogenised to values above the 80th percentile after approximately 3 h of drying. However, they maintained the order of average moisture levels observed in each zone immediately following the end of simulated WDR. This homogenisation of surface microwave measurements was likely encouraged by moisture migration beneath the impervious barrier between the zones and in response to increased near-surface humidity.

In Scenario A, the radar direct wave amplitude measurements were similar to those of the depth microwave sensor. This contrasts the trends identified for the granite test wall (Oxford experiment), in which changes in surface measurements with environmental conditions were identified in both radar and microwave sensors. This suggests that the direct wave amplitude is sensitive to water contents up to a depth somewhere in between that of the surface and depth microwave sensors. As such, it will exhibit properties more similar to one or the other depending on the moisture regime. The direct wave represents electromagnetic energy transmitted directly to the receiving antenna, as opposed to being a reflection from sub-surface changes in material properties [54]. It is difficult to contextualise the radar direct wave amplitude in two-stage drying as no radar-based depth measurement was available for comparison. This is because the back wall reflection was not detectable. In Scenario A of the Edinburgh experiment, the percentiles are less affected by skew (as observed in the Oxford experiment) since they are comprised of equal number of measurements.

4.2.2. Assessing localised water contents of masonry units and mortar joints

Scenario B of the Edinburgh experiment examined the role of different mortar joint configurations in the response to heavy WDR exposure. The results demonstrated that both microwave sensors and the radar direct wave amplitude were able to detect differences in water contents between masonry units and mortar joints in a sandstone and lime mortar construction (Fig. 9). However, the radar direct wave amplitude demonstrated a more significant contrast between the percentiles of masonry units and joints, enabling distinction between their hygric response.

The zones exhibited behaviour captured in both microwave and the radar measurements that can be rationalised by their joint configurations. As presented in Fig. 9, Zone 1 (control) had low percentiles and comparable values between the units and the joints. Zone 2 (no joints) exhibited the highest percentiles within the stone units of the four zones. In contrast, Zone 3 (both a horizontal and vertical joint) had lower percentiles within the masonry units and the highest values of any zone within the joints. The percentiles of masonry units and mortar joints were very similar in Zone 4 (only a horizontal joint), emphasising the observations drawn from the
Fig. 8. Temporal representations of moisture measurements during for a part of New College, Edinburgh following simulated WDR exposure at four spell intensities (Scenario A); (a) Environmental conditions; (b) Surface microwave sensor (R1M); (c) Radar direct wave amplitude; (d) Depth microwave sensor (PM). Negative time references represent hours within the spell (t = 0 is the beginning of the drying process). No precipitation was measured on site during the study time period.

granite test wall of the dominance of vertical joints with respect to moisture uptake.

Fig. 9 demonstrates that the microwave sensors are very sensitive to changes in liquid water contents. This is represented by increases in percentiles from before simulated WDR to the first hour of the simulated spell of at least approximately 60% regardless of zone. This significant increase reduces the effectiveness of the temporal representation for distinguishing between measurement percentiles of the masonry units and the mortar joints. In contrast, the radar direct wave amplitude exhibits a higher contrast between the joints and the masonry units in Zones 2 to 4. In this scenario, the percentile skew caused by higher numbers of measurements taken on the masonry units would have been significantly outweighed by the skew introduced by an extreme value in the surface microwave sensor (R1M) data set (Supplementary Information, Figure 3); this type of problem is unavoidable without manual cleaning of data for outliers and extreme values, which is based on a subjective evaluation of measurement validity.

Scenario B further supports the theory that the radar direct wave amplitude is influenced by environmental conditions resulting in surface condensation. In the days before the measurements for Scenario B there had been heavy precipitation; although this did not impact directly on the façade, it affected local climate. Additionally, it is possible that the radar direct wave amplitude percentiles are higher before simulated WDR than for the microwave sensors as the surface water contents are fluctuating in response to condensate induced by higher values of relative humidity early mornings when each scenario began, whereas measurements on subsequent days were taken later in the day.

5. Discussion

5.1. Comparative advantages of radar and microwave techniques

Both microwave and radar methods can be a part of informative moisture monitoring in stone masonry. However, their respective properties and characteristics dictate how and in which type of scenarios they might best be employed (Table 3).

In cases with significant contrast in the hygroscopic properties of masonry units and mortar joints (e.g. granite units and lime mortar), microwave and radar provide similar information on the general distribution of water. Both techniques can provide
similar information on relative surface and depth moisture contents. Although the radar travel time can enable a streamlined analysis of water penetration through joints (and, average water contents across the depth of construction), a microwave depth sensor can provide slightly less useful (but still informative) output when the construction is too thick to produce a detectable back wall reflection.

The results of Scenario A of the Edinburgh experiment demonstrate that both radar and microwave techniques can be useful in evaluating the response of a construction with masonry units of higher sorptivity. The microwave sensor measurements provide uncomplicated information on relative levels of water content at a façade scale. This can be applied in an effective monitoring strategy in several ways:

1. to perform a rapid initial survey across a façade, site, or building, to characterise the overall distribution of moisture and support an exploration of potential moisture sources;

2. to undertake repeat measurements during a long-term (but periodic) monitoring exercise, which will be less influenced by recent and local environmental conditions, i.e. diurnal impact on measurements.

During the Edinburgh experiment the microwave measurements were taken with 10 cm point-spacing, while the radar was taken over a grid with 5 cm line spacing. Although this does introduce an additional variable into comparison of the microwave and radar methods, it acknowledges practical surveying considerations. The microwave measurements take longer time to collect, since the sensor head must be moved and placed in a new position prior to each reading (in this experiment, 9 x 9 = 81 measurements). In contrast, the radar antenna only need to be placed for each line (17 in each direction in this experiment) and it relatively easy to maintain alignment while collecting data along the transects.

Table 3
A summary of recommended techniques and variables to use for specific investigation objectives depending on the masonry scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective of investigation</th>
<th>Contrasting hygric properties of masonry units and mortar joints</th>
<th>Similar hygric properties of masonry units and mortar joints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General distributions</td>
<td>Any (or in combination)</td>
<td>Any microwave sensor (or in combination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration through mortar joints</td>
<td>Radar total travel time</td>
<td>Radar total travel time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Localised contents in masonry stone units and mortar joints</td>
<td>Any (or in combination)</td>
<td>Radar direct wave amplitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface condensation</td>
<td>Radar direct wave amplitude or surface microwave sensor (RIM)</td>
<td>Radar direct wave amplitude or surface microwave sensor (RIM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Although not demonstrated here, this technique is applicable to various masonry configurations if the back wall can be detected at the operating frequency.
There are a several reasons why radar is an ineffective technique for surveying at a façade scale when the hygric properties of unit and joint within the masonry are similar:

- the radar data requires more post-processing to produce useful information;
- it is logistically less efficient than the handheld microwave sensor for rapidly collecting data in many areas (or across wide areas) of a façade or site;
- it exhibits greater influence from environmental conditions and localised surface conditions, especially with regard to surface condensation.

Radar can be used to evaluate the behaviour of masonry systems on a more localised scale than the façade or site. As demonstrated by Scenario B (and to a lesser extent the Oxford experiment), the radar measurements enable a discussion of how stone masonry functions as a system of units and joints functions. This has many potential applications, especially concerning decisions around retrofits and maintenance. For example, the analysis method used herein could be applied to evaluate the performance of original or repair mortar to inform whether repointing should be undertaken. It could also be used to evaluate the effectiveness of repointing after it has been implemented. As previously discussed, the radar travel time can also be used to identify regions where water has penetrated through joints, which is of particular use in scenarios in which only one-sided access is possible (and therefore visual inspection for water penetration is infeasible).

5.2. Data visualisation and presentation

The results of this study demonstrate that, in moisture monitoring with non-destructive electromagnetic sensors, a combination of spatial and temporal representations of measurements provides useful information. For example, identifying the transition between Stage I and Stage II drying is easily done with a temporal representation of measurements. However, using a spatial representation of radar travel times allows for the locations within a masonry system which experience water penetration through joints to be rapidly identified. The visual representation technique needs to support the objectives of the monitoring exercise to provide useful information.

The use of measurement percentiles in spatial representations supports more accurate interpretation of data than if colour bins were assigned to the original measurement data, since this data is rarely uniformly distributed. Using percentile representation in both heat map and bar plots facilitates comparison between them. This is not ideal if the measurements are subset into subgroups of significantly different sizes, as this can introduce skew. However, in a case where the measurements include a significant outlier or an erroneous value, the skew introduced when normalising or determining scales would outweigh that which is introduced by using percentile representation.

When using percentile representation, it is important not to assume that the 80th percentile in one technique is equivalent or comparable to the 80th percentile in another. As well, the 100th percentile (i.e. the maximum), is only the maximum of the survey measurements, and does not represent a saturated state. This could be addressed if samples of sufficient size of the relevant material(s) can be obtained. From this, oven-dry and saturated measurements could be determined for each material, which can be included in the measurement set prior to determining percentiles.

6. Conclusion

In this study, the response to simulated wind-driven rain spells of two types of stone masonry provided insight into how and when non-destructive electromagnetic sensors are best employed as part of a monitoring strategy:

- when the masonry units and mortar joints have significantly different hygric properties, both radar and microwave techniques provide useful information on the distribution;
- in more homogenous constructions, microwave sensors can provide useful information on the overall distribution of water across a façade, building, or site;
- radar measurements are more suited to investigate localised variation of water contents to evaluate the behaviour of masonry systems, and investigate surface water contents due to condensation;
- radar can also be used to identify areas in which water has penetrated through mortar joints to the interior of a construction;
- representing data in spatial and temporal visual forms facilitated a multi-perspective approach that enriched the interpretation of the monitoring;
- converting data into measurement percentiles improved the visual resolution of colour-based representations and reduced the impact of extreme outliers.

Both the evaluation of comparable advantages of moisture-sensitive non-destructive techniques and methods of data manipulation and visual representation are important components of multidisciplinary management of built cultural heritage and warrant further development.
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